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Abstract— Threaded fasteners plays very important role in 

automobile fastening the main characteristic of holding U-

bolt of automobile wheel is being under cyclic load which are 

applied by bumpy rods. It is necessary to prevent the failure 

of U bolt under different condition. So the actual testing is 

presented this testing is validated by FE software like 

ANSYS. Testing of U bolt is taken for different materials as 

stainless steel and boron steel. The different load is acting on 

different portion of U bolt so there are three boundary 

condition taken. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Constant development of material and process for improving 

mechanical properties of fastening components, this is also 

been observed in automobile suspension systems which are 

established of sheets that are kept together by the use of bolts, 

which forms what is called spring steels. The use of bolts has 

the objective of maintaining the spring steel attached to the 

axis of the vehicle, forming a solid group of the three 

components of the suspension: the axis, the spring steel and 

the supporting plate. It is known that some components are 

combined in the suspension of the vehicles, forming a 

complex union with the bolt. Each one of these components 

has its effect on the performance of union of this system with 

the bolt. The bolts and other components act with the forces 

of action and reaction and always in the opposite direction 

than that of the springs of the suspension; and the bolts 

themselves support all the tension forces. One of the 

functions of the bolts in the system is to absorb the discharges 

tensions generated by the suspension in work cycles. The 

united suspension is dynamically loaded and a minimum 

force of turning moment should be maintained or the bolt will 

fail in fatigue. The bolts can be mounted with the round part 

in contact with the piece of setting of the spring or mounted 

with the round part in contact with the axis. 

 
Fig. 1.1: Formats of the bolts used in suspensions of 

vehicles (a) Round (b) Semi-round and (c) Square 

The bolts are basically divided in two geometric 

forms that are usually called square format (Figure 2(a)) and 

round format (Figure 2(b)).U-bolts are vital components for 

the fastening of the wheel axles to the chassis structure. 

A. Problem Definition 

It is found that most of mechanical failure caused by dynamic 

loading. Fatigue is one of the most dangerous mechanical 

failure because it occur under load that are lower than static 

strength of material. The U bolt of automobile are failed due 

to jerk because U-bolt are under compressive loading and 

when it is subjected to jerk it fails. 

B. Material Specification 

Material Properties 
Stainless Steel Boron Steel 

Min Max Min Max 

Density(mg/m3) 7.87 8.07 2.3 2.55 

Young Modulus(Gpa) 190 205 210 220 

Poisson Ratio 0.265 0.275 0.18 0.21 

II. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING 

A. Finite Element Method 

ANSYS is a general-purpose finite element analysis program 

with powerful pre and post-processing capabilities. The 

program can be used in all disciplines of engineering - 

structural, mechanical, electrical, electromagnetic, electronic, 

coupled-field, thermal, fluid, biomedical and so on. ANSYS 

offers many analysis types such as static, modal, harmonic, 

transient, spectrum, Eigen value buckling, and sub 

structuring. The analysis can be either linear or non-linear. 

The software is organized into several processors. A typical 

ANSYS analysis involves using three processors. 

1) Pre-processing (PREP7 processor), where the user 

provides data such as the geometry, material property, 

and element types to the program; meshes elements, 

create nodes, applies constraints, etc.  

2) Solution (SOLUTION processor), where the user defines 

analysis type and options, applies loads and initiates the 

finite element solution.  

3) Post-processing (POST1 or POST26 processors), where 

the user reviews the results of the analysis through 

graphics displays and tabular listings. 

There are two methods to interface with ANSYS. 

The first one is by means of the graphical user interface (GUI) 

that is easy to learn and use, but it lacks of flexibility, and is 

suitable for designing a simple structure. The second one is 

by means of a command file (batch file) that has a steeper 

learning curve for users, but has many advantages. An entire 

analysis can be written and stored in a small text file that is 

quick to run, portable, and easy to modify. 

B. Procedure for ANSYS Analysis 

A static analysis can be either linear or non-linear. In this 

work we have considered linear static analysis. 

The procedure for static analysis consists of these main steps 

 Build the model. 

 Obtain the solution 

 Review the results. 
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1) Build the Model 

In this step, we specify job name and analysis title and then 

use PREP 7 to define the element types, element real 

constants, material properties and the model geometry 

element types-both linear and non-linear structural elements 

are allowed. The ANSYS element library contains over 80 

different element types. A unique number and pre-fix identify 

each element type. 

E.g. SHELL-63, SOLID-45, SHELL-45, BEAM-94 and 

PIPE-16. 

Material properties Young’s modulus [Ex] must be 

defined for static analysis. If we plan to apply inertia loads 

[such as gravity] we define mass properties such as density 

[DENS]. Similarly if we apply thermal loads [temperatures], 

we define coefficients of thermal expansion [ALPX]. 

 
Fig. 2.1: Model of U-bolt 

2) Obtain the Solution 

In this step we define the analysis type and options, apply 

loads and initiate the finite element solution.  

This involves three phases 

1) Pre-Processor Phase 

2) Solution Phase 

3) Post-Solution Phase 

Pre-Processor is an interactive model builder to 

prepare the finite element model and input data. The solution 

phase utilizes the input data developed by the pre-processor 

and does solution according to the problem definition. It 

creates input files to the post processor. The post processor 

provides complete visualization of results on graphics screen. 

It displays the displacement, stresses, forces, temperatures 

etc., on the screen in the form of contours. 

III. CATIA MODELING 

A. Semi Round U-Bolt 

 
Fig. 3.1: semi Round U bolt 

1) Mesh Generation 

 In finite element analysis the basic concept is to analyze 

structure, which is an assemblage of discrete pieces called 

elements that is connected together at a finite number of 

points called nodes. Loading boundary conditions are then 

applied to these element and nodes. The network of elements 

is called mesh.             

2) Finite Element Generation  

The maximum amount of time, in finite element analysis, is 

spent on generating elements and nodal data. PRE-

PROCESSOR allows the user to generate nodes and elements 

automatically at the same allowing control over size and 

number of elements. In table the list type of elements that can 

be mapping or generated on various geometric entities. 

 
Fig. 3.2: Meshing of Plate 

3) Element 

The element developed by various automatic element 

generation capabilities of PRE PROCESSOR can be checked 

by element characteristics, which may need to be verified 

before finite element analysis, are connectivity, distortion 

index etc. 

4) Nodes 

General user would not be defining nodes individually but 

rather use automatic mesh generating capabilities of PRE 

PROCESSOR. User can plot, erase, delete, and search nodes. 

Nodes can be defined easily by defining locations or by 

translating existing nodes. Some extra features for nodes are 

given below. 

 
Fig. 3.3: Translating nodes 
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B. ANSYS result for U-bolt 

1) Semi Round Type U-bolt 

  

  
Fig. 3.4: Stresses in Semi Round type Stainless Steel U-bolt 

for point Load 

Round Type Stainless Steel U-bolt 

For Point Load Condition 

Sr.No. 
Load 

(N) 

Max.Stress 

(N/mm2) 

Total Deformation         

(mm) 

1 500 100.98 0.04206 

2 1000 201.95 0.084127 

3 1500 302.93 0.12619 

4 2000 403.91 0.16825 

Table 3.3.1.1: For Point load condition 

2) For Edges load condition 

  

  
Fig. 3.5: Stresses in Semi Round type Stainless Steel U-bolt 

for Edge Load 

Round Type Stainless Steel U-bolt 

For  Edge Load Condition 

Sr.No. 
Load 

(N) 

Max.Stress 

(N/mm2) 

Total Deformation         

(mm) 

1 500 13.59 0.0111889 

2 1000 27.18 0.02237 

3 1500 40.77 0.033567 

4 2000 54.36 0.044756 

Table 3.3.1.2: For Point load condition 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The conclusion concerns the findings of FE analysis, 

geometrical shape and more suitable material for U-bolt used 

in leaf spring. 

The FE-model used in this work. The FE-model 

does provide a detailed representation of the contact behavior 

and a good strain analysis and the result are drawn from FEA. 

Thus it is concluded that the FEA is easy to use in relation to 

the quality of the results. 

The shape of bolt, it is concluded that Semi Round 

U-bolt is more preferable as compared to Round and Square 

U-bolt. By considering contact area, distributed pressure and 

loading condition. 

The Boron steel is more economical than Stainless 

Steel on material consideration. 
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